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It all boils down to this 
question

Do you have the

discipline
to be great?
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You need discipline to

• Recognize the environment in 
which you compete

• Identify what you must provide 
your clients to keep or capture 
their business

• Change your firm from what it 
is to what it must be
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What’s today’s environment?

1.Change!!!!
2. homogenization.
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“If you don’t like 
change, you’re going 

to like irrelevance even 
less.” —General Eric Shinseki, Chief of Staff. U. S. Army
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If you don’t 
change,you live 
in the past. If 
you live in the 
past, you have no 
future. Mayor Richard Daley
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“The ‘surplus society’ has a surplus 
of similar companies, employing 

similar people, with similar
educational backgrounds, coming up 

with similar ideas, producing 
similar things, with similar prices 

and similar quality.”

Kjell Nordström and Jonas Ridderstråle, Funky Business
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“While everything may 
be better, it is also 
increasingly the 

same.”
Paul Goldberger on retail, “The Sameness of Things,”

The New York Times
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“Clients want either 
the best or the least 

expensive; there is no 
in between.”

—from John Di Julius, Secret Service
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Rule no. 1
You can’t compete with 

Wal-Mart on price 

or China on cost.

IOW—If you’re competing based on your hourly rate, its time 
to think about career alternatives.  Why?
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“About a year ago I hired a 
developer in India to do my job. I 
pay him $12,000 to do the job I 
get paid $67,300 for. He is happy to have 

the work. I am happy that I only have to work about 90 
minutes per day (I still have to attend meetings myself, and I 
spend a few minutes every day talking code with my Indian 
counterpart.) The rest of my time my employer thinks I’m 
telecommuting. They are happy to let me telecommute 

because my output is higher than most of my coworkers. Now 
I’m considering getting a second job and doing the same thing 
with it. That may be pushing my luck though. The extra money 

would be nice, but that could push my workday over five 
hours.” —from posting at Slashdot (02.04.04),

reported by Dan Pink Courtesy of www.tompeters.com



Someone 
can always 
do it 
cheaper!
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“Clients want either 
the best or the least 

expensive; there is no 
in between.”

—from John Di Julius, Secret Service

But remember 
this point?
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So what are our 
challenges?

Having the discipline to be

different and to appear

different

Having the discipline to bebest
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Different … or 

Dead
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“When we did it 
‘right’ it was still 
pretty ordinary.”
Barry Gibbons on “Nightmare No. 1”
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The “Small Guys” Guide: Wallop Wal*Mart16
*Niche-aimed. (Never, ever “all things for all people,” a “mini-
Wal*Mart.)
*Never attack the monsters head on! (Instead steal 
niche business and lukewarm customers.)

*“Dramatically Different”
(La Difference ... within our community, our industry regionally, etc 
… is as obvious as the end of one’s nose!) (THIS IS WHERE MOST 
MIDGETS COME UP SHORT.)
*Compete on value/experience/intimacy, not 
price. (You aren’t gonna beat the behemoths on cost-price in 
9.99 out of 10 cases.)
*Emotional bond with Clients, Vendors. (BEAT THE 
BIGGIES ON EMOTION/CONNECTION!!)
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The “Small Guys” Guide: Wallop Wal*Mart16

*Hands-on, emotional leadership. (“We are 
a great & cool & intimate & joyful & dramatically 
different team working to transform our Clients lives 
via Consistently Incredible Experiences!”)
*A community star! (“Sell” local-ness per se. 
Sell the hell out of it!)
*An incredible experience, from the first 
to last moment—and then in the follow-
up! (“These guys are cool! They ‘get’ me! They love 
me!”)
*DESIGN! (“Design” is a premier weapon-in-pursuit-
of-the sublime for small-ish enterprises, including the 
professional services.)

Courtesy of www.tompeters.com
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Do you have the 

discipline

to examine 
yourself critically?





“EXACTLY 
HOW  ARE WE 

DRAMATICALLY
DIFFERENT?”



“Management has a lot to do with answers. 
Leadership is a function of questions. And the 

first question for a leader always is:

‘Who do we
intend to be?’ Not ‘What 
are we going to do?’ but ‘Who do we intend to 

be?’”
—Max De Pree, Herman Miller
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Management Marketing

Leadership

Discipline
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“A key – perhaps the key – to 
leadership is …

the effective 
communication

of a story.”
—Howard Gardner/Leading Minds: An Anatomy of Leadership
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“A focus on cost-cutting and efficiency has 
helped many organizations weather the 

downturn, but this approach will ultimately 

render them obsolete. Only the 
constant pursuit of 

innovation can ensure 
long-term success.” —Daniel 

Muzyka, Dean, Sauder School of Business, Univ of British 
Columbia (FT/09.17.04)
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What’s your

difference?
What makes you

great?
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Experience it



“Experiences are 
as distinct from 

services as services 
are from goods.”

Joseph Pine & James Gilmore, The Experience Economy: 
Work Is Theatre & Every Business a Stage
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The “Experience Ladder”

Experiences
Services
Goods

Raw Materials
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G.H.: “Create a 
‘cause,’ not a 
‘business.’ ”
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The PSF33: The Work & The Legacy
1. CRYSTAL CLEAR POINT OF VIEW (Every Practice Group: “If you can’t

explain your position in eight words or less, then you don’t have a 
position”—Seth Godin)

2. DRAMATIC DIFFERENCE (“We are the only ones who do what 
we do”—Jerry Garcia)

3. Stretch Is Routine (“Never bite off less than you can chew”—anon.)
4. Eye-Appetite for Game-changer Projects (Excellence at Assembling

“Best Team”—Fast) 
5. “Playful” Clients (Adventurous folks who unfailingly Aim to Change

the World)
6. Small “Uneconomic” Clients with Big Aims
7. Life Is Too Short to Work with Jerks (Fire lousy clients)
8. OBSESSED WITH LEGACY (Practice Group and Individual: “Dent the

Universe”—Steve Jobs)
9. Fire-on-the-spot Anyone Who Says, “Law/Architecture/Consulting/

I-banking/ Accounting/PR/Etc. has become a ‘commodity’ ”
10. Consistent with #9 above … DO NOT SHY AWAY FROM THE

WORD (IDEA) “RADICAL”
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The PSF33: The Client  Experience
11. Always team with client: “full partners in 

achieving memorable results” (Wanted: “Chimeras
of Moonstruck Minds”!)

12. We will seek assistance Anywhere to assemble the Best-in-
Planet Team for the Project

13. Client Team Members routinely declare that working with us
was “the Peak Experience of my Career”

14. The job’s not done until implementation is
“100.00% complete” (Those who don’t “get it” must go)

15. IMPLEMENTATION IS NOT COMPLETE UNTIL THE CLIENT 
HAS EXPERIENCED “CULTURE CHANGE”

16. IMPLEMENTATION IS NOT COMPLETE UNTIL SIGNIFICANT
“TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER” HAS TAKEN PLACE-ROOT
(“Teach a man to fish …”)

17. The Final Exam: DID WE  MAKE A DRAMATIC, LASTING, 
GAME-CHANGING DIFFERENCE?
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The PSF33: The People & The Leadership
18. TALENT FANATICS (“Best-Coolest place to work”) (PERIOD)
19. EYE FOR THE PECULIAR (Hiring: Go beyond “same old,

same old”) 
20. Early Opportunities (vs. “Wait your turn”) 
21. Up or Out (Based on “Legacy”/Mentoring as much as

“Billings”/“Rainmaking”)
22. Slide the Old Aside/Make Room for Youth (Find oldsters

new roles?)
23. TALENT IS OBSESSED WITH RENEWAL FROM DAY #1 TO 

DAY #“R” [R = Retirement]
24. Office/Practice Leaders Evaluated Primarily on 

Mentoring-Team Building Skills
25. Team Leadership Skills Valued Early
26. Partner with B.I.W. [Best In World] Outsiders as Needed

and to Infuse Different Views
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The PSF33: The Firm & The Brand
27. EAT-SLEEP-BREATHE-OOZE INTEGRITY (“My life is

my message”—Gandhi)
28. Excellence+ in EXECUTION … 100.00% of the Time

(No such thing as a “small sins”/World Series Ring to
the Batboy!) 

29. “Drop everything”/“Swarm” to Support a Harried-On
The Verge Team

30. SPEND AS AGGRESSIVELY ON R&D AS A TECH FIRM OR 
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL

31. Web (Technology) Obsession
32. BRAND/“LOVEMARK” MANIACS (Organize Around a Point

of View Worth BROADCASTING: “You must be the
change you wish to see in the world”—Gandhi)

33. PASSION! ENTHUSIASM! (Passion & Enthusiasm have as
much a place at the Head Table in a “PSF” as in a
widgets factory: “You can’t behave in a calm, rational
manner. You’ve got to be out there on the lunatic 
fringe”—Jack Welch)
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How do we get to 

the promised
land????
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“Execution
is 

the job
of the business 

leader.” —Larry Bossidy & Ram Charan/ Execution: The 

Discipline of Getting Things Done
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“Execution is a systematic 
process of rigorously  

discussing hows and whats, 
tenaciously following through, 
and ensuring accountability.” —
Larry Bossidy & Ram Charan/ Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done
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The Leader’s Seven Essential Behaviors

*Know your people and your 
business
*Insist on realism
*Set clear goals and priorities
*Follow through
*Reward the doers
*Expand people’s capabilities
*Know yourself

Source: Larry Bossidy & Ram Charan/ Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done



If you have marketing 
problems . . .

. . . you have

leadership
Problems.

See them. Fix them.
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Marketing Self-Assessment

Yes No

A clear vision of the future of the 
firm can be articulated by everyone.

A single person responsible and 
accountable for turning the vision into 
reality.

The strengths and weaknesses of the firm 
are candidly assessed on a regular basis.

The firm culturally welcomes change and 
embraces new ways of doing things.

(the start)
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Marketing Self-Assessment
(continued-2)

We are significantly diverse.

Yes No

Do you conduct in-person, in-depth 
satisfaction surveys of a least one-third 
of your top twenty clients every year.

Have your current clients referred 
new business to you?

Is marketing an identified, measurable 
component of partner compensation?

Do you have a written list of targeted 
clients?
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Marketing Self-Assessment
(continued-3)

We have a written business plan for 
the firm.

Yes No

Each attorney has a written business 
plan.

Has the firm held a retreat within 
the past year to discuss important 
firm issues?

If so, was marketing one of the issues 
discussed?

Do more than half of the firm’s partners 
generate significant business?
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Marketing Self-Assessment
(continued-4)

We devote adequate time to marketing 
and business development.

Yes No

We have a written client service program.

We budget most client matters and 
track performance to budget.

Most of our attorneys have taken sales 
skills training.

Most of our attorneys have taken 
individual sales and marketing coaching.
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Marketing Self-Assessment
(continued-5)

We provide free services like white 
papers and seminars to our clients.

Yes No

Our website contains examples of our work 
product.

Our annual marketing budget is3% or 
more of our gross revenues.
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Say yes!!!!
If “yes” checkmarks 
don’t dominate, you 
have work to do.
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Patrick Lamb has been a trial lawyer for 23 
years.  He has overseen the marketing 
efforts of an Amlaw 100 law firm and a 32 
lawyer litigation boutique, also having served 
on the latter’s Management Committee.

He has spoken and written widely on client 
service and alternative fee arrangements, and 
is the architect of Butler Rubin’s award-
winning client service program and its 
innovative compensation system that has 
dramatically increased the amount and quality 
of marketing by the firm’s partners.

Pat is the author of In Search of Perfect Client Service, which has been 
recognized as the Best Law Practice Management Blog of 2005. 

Here’s what others are saying about In Search of Perfect Client Service:
“There is a new King of Blawgs, and it's Patrick Lamb of Chicago, author of the 

In Search of Perfect Client Service - Why Lawyers Seem to Stumble" blog. The blog has 
been named the No. 1 All-Time Most Popular Blawg as measured by clickthroughs by 
www.blawg.org.”

There’s more…
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Still more about “In Search Of Perfect Client Service”

“Patrick Lamb picks up the award for Best Practice Management Blog for In 
Search of Perfect Client Service.”

“Patrick Lamb over at In Search of Perfect Client Service has an interesting 
series of posts worth reading.”

“Patrick Lamb offers some thoughtful advice about the steps to take in his After 
the Mistake post on his In Search of Perfect Client Service blog.”

“Something in Patrick Lamb’s post a few days ago over at In Search of Perfect 
Client Service really hit me today.”

“Best Customer Service Blog - Patrick Lamb's In Search of Perfect Client 
Service.   Patrick offers some great tips on how to offer your clients better client service, 
and though he focuses on the lawyer community, his tips can be applied universally.”

See for yourself—www.patricklamb.typepad.com/perfectservice
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Questions? Comments?

Wish to discuss further?

Kick some ideas around?

Call me. 312-696-4449

Email me.
plamb@butlerrubin.com
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